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condition that there was stability when b" < 0, and instability when b" > 0. The need
for a second condition was suggested by the author2 in 1952; in [1], the case of a vapor-
filled bubble was treated. The present note supplies such a condition for the general
case that b changes by a large ratio.
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ERROR BOUNDS FOR A NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF A RECURRING
LINEAR SYSTEM*

By A. DE LA GARZA (Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Co., Oak Ridge, Tenn.)

1. Introduction. Suppose that we are given a bounded region R, f > 0, a function
<t>B on the boundary B of R, and point functions / and g in R, and that we are required
to determine <t> so that

(P): d*<t>/dx2 + d24>/dy2 = /<#>+ g in R, </> = </>« on B.

In order to calculate <f> approximately, we first construct a square grid in a rectangle
S that has sides parallel to the coordinate axis and is large enough to contain R in its
interior. Then we approximate (P) by a system of linear algebraic difference equations,
arriving at a nonhomogeneous linear algebraic system

A <t> = v, (1)
where <£ is a vector having a component associated with each of the 2V grid points inside
R, j? is a known iV-vector, and A is a known N X N matrix. Finally, we obtain an
approximate solution <f>0 of (1), committing an error

« = A~\i) — A<f>o).

A direct estimate of e is given in Eq. (4) below. Our principal object is to show that
« can be estimated far more conveniently, though less exactly, from a properly chosen
system L of linear algebraic equations set up on the M > N grid points interior to the
rectangle S. Though motivated and illustrated by problem (P), L can be constructed
as soon as A (with the properties listed below) is known. This method applies generally
to any system (1) with those properties.

2. Estimate for e. We first list properties of A = (a,,):

a,-,- <0, i = 1(1 )N; a,,- >0, i ^ j, i, j = l(l)iV;

Z aa <0, i = 1(1 )N,
J-l

the inequality holding for at least one value of i;
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the matrix A cannot he transformed hy the same permutation of rows and columns
to the form

P V
0 Q

where P and Q are square matrices, and 0 consists of zeros. It follows from Theorem
II in [1] that | A \ ^ 0.

We now develop a series expression for e. Let m be the diagonal matrix with diagonal
entries m, = — a,, , i = 1 (1 ).V. It may be shown by induction that

A~l = - E D"m-' + DnA~\ (2)
p = 0

where D = I + m'1 A. Let X„, q = 1 (l)iV, be the characteristic roots of D. From Theorem
II in [1], it is seen that for | X | > 1, the determinant | D — X/ | ^ 0; therefore, | X„ | < 1
for q = l(l)Ar. This implies that D" —> 0 as n —>». Hence, if <t>0 is an approximate solution
to (1), the error in <t>0 being e = (e,), we have from (1) and the limit in (2) that

« = ~E Dvm-lp, (3)

where the residual vector p = (r.) is r? — A<j>0 .
We proceed to give a direct estimate for e. Use is made of the abmatrix; see [2]. Let

B = (O be a matrix. The matrix a(B) = (| bva |) is called the abmatrix of B. If B =
(6sa) and C = (cp„), p = 1(1)M, q = l(l)iV, a(B) > a(C) means | bVQ \ > | cpa | for all
p, q. We see from these definitions that a(A + B) < a(A) + a(B) and a(AB) < ct(A)
a(B), provided the indicated operations are permissible. Finally, when bPQ > 0 for all
p, q, B = a(B); and the prefix a will not be used. With this notation, since D > 0,
nii > 0, m'1 < m~Ll , and a(p) < ypN rv , where mL = min^i), rv = max | r,- |, and
\pN = (1,1, • • • 1)' in N dimensions, we have from (3) that

< (rv/mL) E D»is . (4)
p = 0

Let us now consider an M X M matrix E > 0, M > N, which contains an N X N
submatrix ER > D and which satisfies E° —> 0 as p —»<*>. Let — (1,1 ■ • •)' in M
dimensions. We see that

E > E , (5)
0 v=* 0

where {Ev\pM)* is the column vector formed by the N elements of E"\pM corresponding
to the N rows of E which contain the submatrix Es . Since E" —> 0 as p —> °°, (/ — E)
is non-singular. We may verify that

jZE° = {I-E)-\ (6)
P-0

Hence,

r = E E^m (7)
V 0
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is the solution of the system

(J — E)t = - (8)

Therefore, if r* = we see from (4), (5), and (6) that

<*(«) < r*rv/mL , (9)

which is an estimate of the error « in the approximate solution <f>0 of (1). In applying
this bound, we choose E in such a way that (8) has a readily obtainable solution.

3. Application to a Poisson-type equation. To illustrate use of the methods in part 2,
we return to the problem (P) in part 1 and its approximation by finite differences. Let
the grid spacing in S be Ax — Ay — 8. Assign one of the numbers q = 1(1) Ar as an index
to each of the grid points interior to R. The first order system approximating (P) then is:

— ma<t>a + Ta(<t>) = g«&2 - L,(B), q = l(l)iV, (10)
where:

ma > 4;

T„(<£) is the sum of values of 4> on non-boundary points adjacent to the gth point; La(B)
is a linear form of boundary values required only where the 5th point is adjacent to a
boundary. An example will make this situation clear. With first order linear approxi-
mation throughout, the equation associated with <t>2 in Figure 1 is

</>i — [4 + /252 + c/( 1 — c)]$ 2 + <t>3 + <t>* = g2&2 — 4>b/{ 1 — c).

Fio. 1

We see that the gth row of the matrix D associated with (10) has elements m~l
corresponding to the unit coefficients of Ta(<j>), all other elements of D being zero. Let
the sides of the rectangle S be of length H8 and 18. Consider the system (11) correspond-
ing to the (H — 1) X (I — 1) grid points interior to S:

tk.< - + h+i.i + U.t-1 + 4-i.4) = 1, i = 0(1)/, h = 0(l)ff,

th, 0 = tk. I = ta.i = tn.i — 0,

where mL = min(m„). Write the system (11) in the matrix form (8), the equations
corresponding to the grid points interior to R being written in the same order as in (10).
We see that the resulting matrix E then contains an N X N submatrix ER > 0 with
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entries m~Lx in the same positions as the entries m~,1 of the matrix D associated with
(10). Hence, ER > D. From Theorem II in [1], we see that the characteristic roots of E
are less than one in absolute value; hence, Ev —» 0 as p —»®>. It follows that the solution
of (11) may be used in (9) to compute an error bound for an approximate solution of
(1). We may verify that the solution of (11) is

r-// —1 —1

k,i — (HI)'1 Cr, sin hrir/H sin isir/I, (12)
r- 1 .«-»l

where

Cr, = {[1 - (-l)r][l - (-1)*] sin rx/ff sin st/I]

•{(1 — cos nr/i/)(l — coss7r/Z)[l — 2to2'(cos rir/H + cos sx//)]}"1.

For specifying the largest absolute residual which may be tolerated in an iterated
solution, a bound for the maximum error ev = max | e, | is useful. From (9),

^ tgTu/w,L , (13)

where tv — max((,,;). For simplicity, let both H and I be even. We may verify that
tv occurs at h = H/2, i = 1/2, and that

tu = -4(HI)'1 " 2 ' 1 (-l)(r+J)/2[l - 2ml\cosn/H + cos sk/I)]'1
r — 1—1 ,odd

• cot rir/2H cot sir/21, (14)

where the summation is on odd values of r and s. For illustration, tu in (14) with mL = 4
is tabulated in Table 1 for H, I = 8 (2) 20. Since tv in (14) increases as mL decreases,
the tabulated values may be used in (13) to state error bounds for an approximate
solution of the linear system (10).

TABLE 1
Factor tufor use in (13)

H, I = 8(2) 20
H/I 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

8 18.6
10 22.7 29.2
12 25.6 34.5 42.2
14 27.6 38.5 48.6 57.5
16 29.0 41.5 53.8 65.1 75.2
18 30.0 43.8 57.9 71.4 84.0 95.2
20 30.6 45.4 61.1 76.6 91.4 105 118

Acknowledgements. Mr. E. B. Carter of the Numerical Analysis Department at
K-25 computed Table 1. The referee's comments simplified and generalized the original
results.
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